Introduction
In the field of optomechatronic systems, scanning mirrors or scanners have gathered a significant attention, since they are a fundamental element of a wide variety of devices, such as barcode readers, confocal microscopes and laser printers (Wu 1997 , Urbach 1982 , Miyajima 2003 . Scanners project laser beams that are used, for example, to produce images by raster scanning or collect images in confocal microscopy. Large area devices (mm order), as the one presented in this work, have a broad spectrum of specific applications where the power of the laser beam and/or the optical aperture are a requirement for the system. In this context, the micromachined scanners competes directly with the galvanometric scanners (Rolland2004) that are fine and precise mechanical devices and whose prices are on the hundred of dollars range. Silicon mm-size micromachined scanning mirrors are an alternative to such devices. The structure usually adopted in scanners consists of a single rotor devoted to both; actuation and light beam deflection. The device presented in this work is a double-rotor scanner (Oliveira and Ferreira, 2003) where the basic idea is the separation between the actuation and the beam deflection mechanisms in order to improve the performance of each one separately, Fig. 1 .
In the field of scanners some of the most important parameters are the frequency and amplitude of the torsional modes of the structure. These are the operational modes of the device and have to be enhanced in order to improve the device performance. The identification of the other modes is important due to their influence in the device operation. Such modes are responsible for the noise and must be reduced or have their frequency tuned to frequencies that do not affect the device operation in a significant way.
The presented device was prototyped using Microelectromechanical (MEMS) fabrication process. The use of such technology makes it possible the batch fabrication of such devices and causes a potential decrease in the fabrication costs due to the scale of production. On the other hand, the use of Silicon as a structural material could introduce non-linearities in the device behavior due to the variation of its mechanical properties according to the crystalline orientation. The orthotropic properties should be considered for better modeling but the use of isotropic properties presented satisfactory finite element models, as discussed in the following sections. The development of an analytical model that takes into account all of these aspects is not an easy task. In order to overcome these drawbacks and create a realistic model of the double-rotor scanner, a finite element model is proposed.
In what follows, the fabrication process of the double-rotor scanning mirror is presented. The scanner is fabricated using a single-crystal Silicon. The finite element model is presented and the modal parameters, natural frequencies and mode shapes, are shown. An experimental modal analysis, using laser Doppler vibrometry is performed and the identified modal parameters are compared with the numerical ones.
Scanning Mirror Fabrication
The devices were made using bulk micromachining of Silicon (Kovacs 1998) , thin film and mechanical assembly techniques. As substrate, a Silicon single-crystal 2" diameter, <100>, 200 µm thick, was used. A 1.30 µm SiO 2 film was thermally grown and lithographed. The micromachining process was based on the anisotropic etching of <100> Si wafer, using Potassium Hydroxide (KOH) as selective etchant (Seidel 1990 , Seidel 1990b , Williams 1996 . The fabrication process is described in Fig. 2 .
The cooper coil was patterned separately and transferred to the silicon surface by mechanical assembly. Prototypes fabrication can be greatly enhanced by using this technique instead of conventional thin film techniques. Figure 3 shows details of the fabricated devices. Figure 3 Figure 4 shows the whole device and Table 1 its main dimensions. The packaging used was a PMMA (Poly-Methyl-MetaAcrylate) support specially designed to accommodate the scanner.
FEA Modeling
In order to analyze the dynamic behavior of the double-rotor scanner structure a 3D finite elements analysis was conducted using the general purpose finite element package ANSYS®.
Two kinds of analyzes were performed. Initially, a modal analysis was used to identify the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the structure, where the torsional mode shapes of the scanner and their respective natural frequencies were found. Then, an harmonic analysis was conducted to determine the steady-stead response of the scanner with a load that varies sinusoidally (harmonically) with time.
The device was modeled using Solid45 finite element, see Fig.5 is element is defined by eight nodes having three degrees of freedom on each node: translations in the nodal x-, y-and z-direction. A regular pattern (mapped mesh) was generated using only hexahedrons. Table 3 presents the main simulation parameters. In this model, Silicon was approximated as an isotropic material and its properties are given in Table 3 . The effect of the orthotropic characteristic of Silicon on the FEA results is not conducted but will be reported in a future work. The FEA modal analysis shows the first five modes of the double-rotor scanner structure. From these results we can identify the torsional modes of the structure, in this case the 3 rd and the 5 th . These modes are the main modes of the device and can be easily identified experimentally. 
Experimental Characterization
In order to validate the FEA results two experiments were response of the device. In this way the frequency and amplitude of the main torsional modes could be obtained. Then, a laser Doppler vibrometry was done to perform a modal identification. These experiments are explained in the following sections. Figure 7 presents a schematic view of the measurement setup used in the device characterization. A laser beam is reflected by the mirror and directed to a semiconductor position sensitive device, PSD, which generates an electric signal proportional to the deflection angle of the laser beam. This output signal is read by the acquisition system that generates the scanner response.
Frequency Response
The acquisition system is composed basically by a function generator and by a digital oscilloscope. An user interface was specifically developed to control the instrumentation and to automatize the measurements. The interface changes linearly the frequency of the AC magnetic field generated by the magnetic circuit and reads the electric output signal generated by the PSD. The results of the measurements were archived in data file for posterior analysis. Figure 8 shows the frequency response for the double-rotor scanner. As expected for this second-order system two resonant peaks were detected. 
Laser Doppler Vibrometry
The numerical results obtained via the finite element analysis were validated experimentally. An excitation chirp signal, in the range of 1 Hz to 4 kHz with 0.5Hz resolution, was sent to the rotor and was used as the reference signal. The out-of-plane velocity of the scanner surface was measured with a laser Doppler vibrometer (Polytec OFV 330) aiming the laser beam orthogonal to its surface. The excitation and the response signals were acquired using the HP-VXI data acquisition system and LMS CADA-X® software package, Fig. 10 . The Measurements were taken at 23locations on the surface of the double-rotor scanner, as shown in Fig. 9 . The experimental modal analysis resulted in the following mode shapes and natural frequencies. The first five mode shapes of the scanner were identified using the measured FRFs and the LMS ® modal analysis package. These mode shapes are shown in Fig. 11 , with a special attention to the 2 nd and the 5 th mode shapes of torsional characteristic. A good agreement was found between the numerically predicted and the experimentally identified modal parameters, with a small difference. Figure 12 presents the FEA predicted modes and the experimental torsional modes of the device, the most important modes in this kind of device. According to this figure the measured mode shapes are in good agreement with the FEA predicted ones. Observe that the experimentally identified mode shapes could be related to the fact of using a macro-sized LDV with a relative big beam spot, when compared to the scanner dimensions. Better experimental analysis could be conducted by using a specific micro LDV, suitable for MEMS. 
Comparative Analysis

Conclusions
Numerical models are considered as important tools in design processes. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is one of the most reliable tools for building such models. The FEA model of the double-rotor scanner was build and tested. A double-rotor scanning mirror was fabricated using Silicon. This scanner has shown a sufficient deflection angle but this angle can still be improved by optimizing the geometry of the scanner mirror or by improving the coupling between the magnetic circuit and the scanner coil. In order to validate the numerical model, an experimental modal analysis was performed on this scanner using laser Doppler vibometry (LDV). The numerically-predicted dynamical behavior of the scanner was in good agreement with the experimentally-measured frequency response. The torsional modes, which are the most important modes in such kind of device, were correctly predicted with an acceptable margin of discrepancy of less than 15%. The accuracy of the numerical model can still be improved by taking into account the orthotropic characteristics of the Silicon and the acoustic effects of the surrounding air on the scanner structure. The use of finite element based methods in device modeling has shown to play an important role in enhancing the accuracy of micromachined scanning mirrors in the design process.
